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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To identify separate publications that report outcomes from the same underlying clinical trial, in or-

der to avoid over-counting these as independent pieces of evidence.

Materials and Methods: We updated our previous model by creating larger, more recent, and more diverse

positive and negative training sets consisting of article pairs that were (or not) linked to the same ClinicalTrials.-

gov trial registry number. Features were extracted from PubMed metadata; pairwise similarity scores were

modeled using logistic regression and used to form clusters of articles that are likely to arise from the same reg-

istered clinical trial.

Results: Articles from the same trial were identified with high accuracy (F1¼0.859), nominally better than the

previous model (F1¼0.843). Predicted clusters showed a low error rate of splitting of 8–11% (ie, when 2 articles

belonged to the same trial but were assigned to different clusters). Performance was similar whether only ran-

domized controlled trial articles or a more diverse set of clinical trial articles were processed.

Discussion: Metadata are surprisingly accurate in predicting when 2 articles derive from the same underlying

clinical trial.

Conclusion: We have continued confidence in the Aggregator tool which can be accessed publicly at http://

arrowsmith.psych.uic.edu/cgi-bin/arrowsmith_uic/RCT_Tagger.cgi.
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LAY SUMMARY

An important type of bias in evidence-based medicine occurs when 1

clinical trial gives rise to multiple publications that are erroneously

counted as arising from independent sources of evidence. We have

previously modeled and implemented a free web-based tool, Aggre-

gator, that clusters clinical trial articles together if they are likely to

report findings from the same underlying registered clinical trial. We

have now extended the modeling using larger and more diverse

training examples. Our evaluation shows that the new model main-

tains the accuracy of the existing tool for clinical trial articles

broadly, and this gives new confidence that the tool may be useful to

users who are conducting evidence syntheses.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

The road from clinical trial to clinical practice is long and slippery.

New treatments are tested in clinical trials (of varying size and de-

sign), which may be registered in formal clinical trial registries (or

not), and which may be published in the peer-reviewed literature (or

not).1 Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are written to assess the

published evidence in a standardized and comprehensive manner,

and to reach conclusions concerning efficacy and safety that are as

free from bias as possible.2 An important type of bias occurs when 1

clinical trial gives rise to multiple publications that are erroneously

counted as arising from independent sources of evidence, which can

lead to inaccurate estimates of efficacy.3,4 This is a challenging prob-
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lem requiring close reading of the full text (plus other information

such as writing to authors), made worse by the fact that multiple

publications often do not cite each other, may have completely non-

intersecting sets of authors, and often do not mention clinical trial

registry numbers.5,6

OBJECTIVES

We have previously modeled the problem of deciding whether 2 ran-

domized controlled trial (RCT) articles indexed in PubMed belong

to the same clinical trial, and created a public tool called Aggregator

that clusters together RCT articles that are likely to arise from the

same registered trial.7 However, we decided to update and extend

the existing model and code and evaluations, for 4 reasons: first, the

original training data were collected in 2013, whereas the number of

trial-linked publications has grown substantially since then. Instead

of �450 training examples, now we have �4500 examples. Second,

the original negative training pairs came from different registered

trials but were matched on both condition and intervention nar-

rowly, which is possibly too restrictive and not optimally robust.

Third, the original clustering algorithms were coded in MATLAB,

which is proprietary software and had compatibility issues as oper-

ating systems and Python were updated. Fourth, the original evalua-

tions were carried out only for RCT articles; we wished to check

whether the tool is as accurate for clinical trial articles more

broadly.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The detailed “Materials and Methods” section are described in Sup-

plementary File S1. References cited therein are placed in the refer-

ence list of the main article.

RESULTS

Aggregator has been implemented as 1 piece of an overall suite of in-

formatics tools that can accelerate the process of writing systematic

reviews. To access Aggregator, a user first enters a PubMed query

into the RCT Tagger tool (http://arrowsmith.psych.uic.edu/cgi-bin/

arrowsmith_uic/RCT_Tagger.cgi). RCT Tagger assigns a value

0�P�1 to each article which estimates the probability that it is a

randomized controlled trial (RCT).8 The user will then see a new

Aggregator tab and have the option to process all retrieved articles

that have RCT confidence scores �0.9. In this manner, articles

which lack NLM indexing can still be identified and considered (eg,

recently published articles that have not yet been indexed for publi-

cation type). The articles are processed pairwise and clustered in real

time, and displayed to show clusters containing 2 or more articles

that are likely to arise from the same registered trial. We have used

simple hierarchical agglomerative clustering, which begins by identi-

fying the most similar article pairs and placing them into the same

cluster. Other articles are examined in random order and placed

into an existing cluster if their average similarity to the articles in

that cluster is high enough; then the threshold similarity is progres-

sively lowered and the remaining articles are examined again until a

threshold similarity value of 0.5 is reached, meaning (roughly) that

an article added to a cluster at that point has a probability of 0.5 of

belonging to that cluster. This method worked well in the past7 and

was retained here.

Pairwise model
Performance of the pairwise model is shown in Figure 1 as a func-

tion of the confidence score. Trained and optimized on 75% of the

training data and tested on the remaining 25%, we obtained preci-

sion ¼ 0.89, recall ¼ 0.82, accuracy ¼ 0.86, and F1¼0.86. This

performance is nominally slightly better than our earlier model.7

Error analysis
False-positive predictions comprised 37% of all errors. Most false-

positives involved pairs of articles sharing 2–6 authors, researching

the same or similar conditions at the same location. For example,

PMID’s 20701787 and 22895351 receive a predicted probability of

69.3% from the model. The publications share 3 authors, share af-

filiation country, share 3 grant numbers, and indeed are derived

from very similar trials, NCT00673309 and NCT00675714. We be-

lieve that the false-positive predictions are still informative, as they

bring together trials that may be directly related (eg, a phase I and

phase 2 trial on the same therapy) and generally involve the same re-

search team.

False-negative predictions comprised 63% of all errors. Positive

article pairs could receive predicted probability estimates below

50% when the most highly weighted features were not a match. For

example, article pair PMID 29145839 and 26188189 derive from

the same trial but only received a probability score of 40.7% be-

cause they lack any shared names in the author list. In another ex-

ample, PMID 29726951 and 26581681 share 2 authors, a grant

number, an affiliation, and a substance, yet only have a model-

predicted probability of 46.2% because they lack several highly

weighted features (eg, a high PubMed-related article ranking or all-

capitalized words).

Evaluation of clustering
To evaluate the quality of the clustering solution, we repeated the series

of 20 PubMed queries carried out on various conditions and 22 queries

carried out on similar conditions plus specific interventions that were

used to evaluate the earlier version of Aggregator (ref.7; also see

“Materials and Methods” section). The most important error is

“splitting,” that is, the proportion of articles that belong to the same trial

but are predicted to reside in distinct clusters. This needs to be minimized

so that users will not falsely regard different studies as an independent.

The purity parameter measures “lumping” of articles that arise from dis-

tinct studies, but are clustered together; this is less important since it

should be easier for systematic reviewers to manually separate articles

that are placed together in 1 cluster than to identify and link related

articles that are placed in separate clusters. As shown in Table 1, perfor-

mance overall is excellent, though better average performance was seen

for the condition þ intervention queries than observed for the queries

based on condition alone. This probably reflects the fact that the condi-

tion þ intervention articles are a more topically homogeneous set, and

thus resembled more closely the positive versus training sets that were

used in the model.

We note that the original Aggregator model was evaluated and

implemented only on RCT articles,7 even though the original (and

new) models were trained on a broader set of clinical trial articles. We

repeated the evaluation by running the same queries but instead of lim-

iting the articles to randomized controlled trials (publication type

[PT]), they were limited to the broader category of clinical trial (PT).

This increased the number of retrieved articles by �50% (conditions

queries: average number of retrieved articles limited to RCT ¼ 1167

vs 2308 limited to Clinical Trial; conditions þ intervention queries:
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average number of retrieved articles limited to RCT ¼ 314 vs 566 lim-

ited to Clinical Trial). As shown in Table 1, the clustering performance

was similar whether only RCT articles or the broader set of clinical

trial types were evaluated.

DISCUSSION

Multiple publications that report clinical outcomes from the same clinical

trial can bias the apparent effect size calculated in systematic reviews and

meta-analyses.3,4 This is a well-recognized problem that is generally han-

dled by time-consuming manual effort.5,6 In our analysis, we defined a trial

as one given a unique registry number in ClinicalTrials.gov or other trial

registries. The updated model containing more extensive training data had

nominally better performance than the earlier version,7 and should be eas-

ier to maintain into the future since it does not rely on proprietary soft-

ware.

The Aggregator tool is free and open for public use without the

need for registration or password. However, it has several limitations:

the model is only designed to evaluate clinical trial articles that are topi-

cally similar and PubMed indexed. It was not specifically designed to

detect cases of plagiarism (by different authors), or situations where

trial organizers have deliberately attempted to obscure relationships

among their publications, for example, by using ghostwriters.

Perhaps most importantly, the current web tool implementation

only allows users to process articles that are predicted likely to be

RCTs, even though our model is trained on a broader set of clinical

trial articles (ie, any MEDLINE-indexed PT that includes the word

“trial” as well as Multicenter Study). As shown in this report, the

clustering performance of Aggregator is similar whether only RCTs

or all clinical trial articles are considered. Our team is currently de-

veloping automated probabilistic publication type taggers to identify

not only RCTs, but a variety of other publication types including the

broader category of clinical trials, whether or not they have received

formal MEDLINE indexing. When this tagger is available, we will

use it to extend the types of trial articles that can serve as input to

Aggregator.

Apart from forming clusters, the updated pairwise similarity

model could potentially be used to create a tool in which, for any

given clinical trial article, a ranked list of the most similar articles

are displayed. Since features such as shared authors and all-

capitalized trial acronyms are important in the pairwise model, such

a ranking would be quite different from text-based rankings. We are

also planning to employ the pairwise model as part of a larger effort

to match registered clinical trials to their most similar articles.9–11
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Figure 1. Performance of the pairwise similarity model. Shown are the proportions of correct and incorrect predictions, as a function of the confidence score for

each pair of articles for the hold-out test samples that were not used for model fitting. Most correct predicted probability estimates were very definitive (ie, �0.1

or >0.8). In contrast, the incorrect estimates were scattered between 0 and 1, but particularly below 0.5. This suggests that the biggest limitation to performance

is due to features missing from articles, causing some positive pairs to receive low predicted probability estimates.

Table 1. Clustering performance of Aggregator

Split Purity F1

RCT articles retrieved and clustered

Conditions queries, all retrieved

articles

0.11 0.91 0.90

Conditions queries, only NCT-con-

taining articles

0.083 0.90 0.91

Condition þ intervention query, all

retrieved articles

0.086 0.94 0.93

Condition þ intervention query,

only NCT-containing articles

0.079 0.93 0.93

Clinical trial articles retrieved and

clustered

Conditions queries, all retrieved

articles

0.11 0.90 0.89

Conditions queries, only NCT-con-

taining articles

0.10 0.89 0.89

Condition þ intervention query, all

retrieved articles

0.085 0.93 0.92

Condition þ intervention query,

only NCT-containing articles

0.077 0.92 0.92

Note: We used Aggregator either to cluster all articles retrieved by these

searches, or only clustered the subset of articles that contained NCT numbers.

The clustering algorithm generally performed better when both condition and

intervention were queried.

Abbreviations: RCT: randomized controlled trial.
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